
“…..WHEREAS, in accordance with President Bates’ charge, the Sustainability Leadership Group, composed 
of leaders of the seven AIA committees focused on issues of healthy, sustainable, and resilient design, 
met at AIA Headquarters in February and April 2019 and recommended three actions to the AIA Board of 
Directors for sustaining the health, safety, and welfare of human life on our planet: 

1. Declare an urgent climate imperative for carbon reduction.  
2. Transform the day-to-day practice of architects to achieve a zero-carbon, equitable, resilient and 

healthy built environment by adopting the AIA Framework for Design Excellence. (The AIA Committee 
on the Environment (COTE) Top Ten Measures). 

3. Align and utilize our external messaging to leverage support of our peers, clients, policy makers, and the 
public at large. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that commencing in 2019 and continuing until zero-net carbon 
practice is the accepted standard of its members, the AIA prioritize and support urgent climate action as a 
health, safety, and welfare issue, to exponentially accelerate the “decarbonization” of buildings, the 
building sector, and the built environment. …….”

RESOLUTION FOR URGENT AND SUSTAINED CLIMATE ACTION



The world is 
changing 



• Ratify Urgent and Sustained Climate Action Resolution
• Adopt Framework For Design Excellence
• Create AIA Climate Action Plan 2020

THE FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN EXCELLENCE 



VANCOUVER CONVENTION CENTRE WEST BY LMN ARCHITECTS + MCM/DA

02 Design for Community
How does this project respond, connect and 
contribute to its surrounding community and give back 
inside and outside the property lines?



VANCOUVER CONVENTION CENTRE WEST BY LMN ARCHITECTS + MCM/DA

Social equity
Community Engagement process
Project benefit to community
Alternative transportation and walkability

02 Design for Community
How does this project respond, connect and 
contribute to its surrounding community and give back  
inside and outside the property lines?



RENE CAZENAVE APARTMENTS BY LEDDY MAYTUM STACY ARCHITECTS

05 Design for Economy
How does the project provide “more with less”? How 
does the design show that higher performance can be 
cost-effective?



RENE CAZENAVE APARTMENTS BY LEDDY MAYTUM STACY ARCHITECTS

Building “right sizing”
Materials and systems selection 
Economic and performance analysis
Operational efficiency

05 Design for Economy
How does the project provide “more with less”? How 
does the design show that higher performance can be 
cost-effective?



FEDERAL CENTER SOUTH BUILDING 1202 BY ZGF ARCHITECTS

06 Design for Energy
How does the project address climate change through 
reduction of, generation of, and/or decarbonization of 
energy use?



FEDERAL CENTER SOUTH BUILDING 1202 BY ZGF ARCHITECTS

Climate responsive design
Passive and active strategies
Conserve energy while enhancing performance and comfort
Net Zero Energy Building (NZEB)/ Net Zero Carbon Building (NZCB)

06 Design for Energy
How does the project address climate change through 
reduction of, generation of, and/or decarbonization of 
energy use?



“Propel the Bell”

Indifferent Curious Committed Activist



The Big Move to 
Environmental Stewardship



Climate Action Plan Goals

1. Establish the relevance and 
importance of the building sector and 
architectural practice in climate 
mitigation solutions.
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Climate Action Plan Goals

1. Establish the relevance and importance of the 
building sector and architectural practice in 
climate mitigation solutions. 

2. Design buildings and communities to anticipate 
and adapt to the evolving challenge of climate 
change.

3. Lead meaningful change and 
contribute to climate solutions in 
partnership with our global 
community.



Putting the plan to work in 
New Jersey



Do Not Define a Moving Target – Have Clear Objectives 

Federal Activity

● Create a model code and AIA “stretch codes” for zero carbon to overlay existing codes

● Create a Sustainability checklist for components

● Create sustainability metrics throughout Honors and Awards programs

● Currently we are conducting a survey of our components to have a baseline understanding of 

where our components are on the issue

● Collect component stories and sort by size making them easy to replicate



Do Not Define a Moving Target – Have Clear Objectives 

Federal Activity (cont.)
● Create an Institute-wide climate campaign; a common vehicle for organizing and mobilizing AIA 

members, that can be adapted by each component to fit their political situation
● Create tools for components to increase AIA member engagement in efforts to reform of local codes, 

and planning and zoning, and pass state and local legislative efforts.

○ Climate Action Plan (Approved by Board in April 2020)

○ Advocacy skills training (SpeakUp Training Suite)

○ Common campaign platforms and information sharing

○ Membership outreach tools (Cision, Phones2Action, social media, website)

○ Communications and message development (for public officials, clients, architects and EPs -
Establish a speaker's bureau of experts available to components)



Do Not Define a Moving Target – Have Clear Objectives 

State Activity
● Promote model code and AIA “stretch codes” for zero carbon to overlay existing codes

● Develop campaigns to influence policy and public opinion and win on vital policy issues

● Establish partnerships/coalitions with other organizations

● Mobilize AIA members around campaigns (using tools provided by AIA and from other 

components)

● Provide advocacy skills training to AIA members (SpeakUp Trainings in a box)

● Attend the Architects in Action 2020 Legislative Exchange for knowledge sharing and joint planning

● Support campaigns and business-to-business platforms that champion a reform



Do Not Define a Moving Target – Have Clear Objectives 

Local Activity

● Create plans to foster reform of local codes, planning and zoning

● Develop local campaigns to influence policy and public opinion and win on vital policy issues

● Establish partnerships/coalitions with other local organizations

● Mobilize AIA members around campaigns (using tools provided by AIA and from 

other components)

● Provide advocacy skills training to AIA members (SpeakUp Trainings in a box)

● Attend the Architects in Action 2020 Legislative Exchange for knowledge sharing and joint planning



A study* estimates that in the US, 13 million people could be pushed to relocate by the end of 
the century. The following map indicates counties flooded (in blue) under 6 feet of sea-level 
rise scenario by 2100. The red-colored counties are the degree to which that county receive 
migrants from flooded coastal counties. 

*published by Plos (Public Library of Science) One, a nonprofit organization 



New Jersey – Sea Rise (Water)

A study released in November by Rutgers University found that the sea level in New Jersey 
was rising more than two times faster than the global average. 

Since 1911, the sea level rose 1.5 feet, compared with the global mean of 0.6 feet. 

It is expected to rise by as much as another foot by 2030. 

In Atlantic City, tidal flooding occurs 10 times more frequently than it did in the middle of the 
last century. By 2050 Atlantic City could experience high-tide flooding 120 days a year. 



New York Times Article (January 27, 2020)

With 130-Mile Coast, New Jersey Marks a First in Climate Change Fight
Builders will be forced to take climate change, including rising sea levels, into account to win 
government approval for projects.

• To leverage land-use rules to control where and what developers can build

• To limit the volume of emissions 

• Drafting new regulations for adoption by January 2022 

• Impact to future business growth

• New rules (once adopted) are expected to add a new layer of oversight, forcing applicants that 

require Department of Environment Protection permits and approvals to factor in how climate 

change is expected to impact the project

• Applies to construction of state-funded projects

• Development approach that revises rules governing land use and focuses on resiliency



Call To Action

Climate Action is a core 
value of who we are.

Build on the momentum and 
help components and 
members find their place 
within this Big Move.

We know climate action is 
different across the country 
– acknowledge it and meet 
people where they are and 
inspire them to do more.

This work is good for 
humankind, and good for 
business.



Questions and Discussion
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